Abstract Traditional n-gram feature representation of freetext documents often fails to capture word ordering and semantics, thus compromising text comprehension. Graph-ofwords, a new text representation approach based on graph analytics, is a superior method overcoming the limitations by modeling word co-occurrence. In this study, we present a novel application of graph-of-words text description for automated extraction of histologic grade from unstructured pathology reports. Using 10-fold cross-validation tests, the proposed approach resulted in substantially higher macro and micro-F1 scores with undirected graph-of-words features, compared to traditional bi-gram text features. Our feasibility study demonstrated that graph-of-words is a highly efficient method of text comprehension for information extraction from free-text clinical documents.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic information extraction from natural language text is one of the essential tasks of big data science, attracting much attention from research communities dealing with massive volumes of complex unstructured text data [1] . This is particularly true for clinical applications where manual annotation by trained personnel is necessary but highly costly and often error prone [2] . Cancer surveillance is one of these fields for which artificial intelligence-based information extraction is highly desirable since fast and accurate text data comprehension is crucial for monitoring cancer occurrence and progression by histologic type across the population [3] .
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tagging [5] . Koopman et al. utilized terms and n-grams to identify cancer-related causes of death from death certificates [6] . Martinez and Li evaluated BOW model alone as well as in conjunction with other information extraction models such as the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) lexical database to extract information from pathology reports [7] . Kavuluru applied unigrams, bigrams, and named entities as features to identify primary sites from cancer pathology reports [8] .
A key limitation of the BOW model is its inability to effectively handle ambiguity of expression variations, such as e.g. RIGHT BREAST CORE BIOPSY BREAST, RIGHT, CORE BIOPSY ) (e.g., RIGHT UPPER . For example, the phrases "BREAST (LEFT 2:00 BX)" and "LEFT BREAST MASS AT 2:00" are referring to the same primary site of the breast cancer, ICD-O-3 code C50.4, but may not be recognized as the same category by a classifier trained using conventional n-gram features. One may argue that the set of three independent unigrams {LEFT, BREAST, 2:00} could describe the document better instead of a single trigram. While such simplified representation may seem reasonable, it can easily lead to document misclassification due to the inherent complexity of the cancer pathology reports where such unigrams may exist elsewhere within the report but not in reference to the primary cancer. Graph-of-Words (GOW) [9] is a method introduced to overcome such issues because graphs are useful to represent the interaction between entities of words.
In this study, we employed a Bag-of-Graphs (BOG) model which counts the number of occurrence of GOWs in a document to identify histologic grades from cancer pathology reports. To the best of our knowledge, this approach has not been applied before in the context of this application. The article is organized as follows. First, we review the study dataset and the BOG model in Section 2. Classification performance of the BOG model for automated extraction of histologic grade information from the pathology report dataset is presented in Section 3 along with comparative results to conventional methods applied before for the same task. Lastly, we discuss the study findings and future direction in Section 4.
II. METHODS

A. Cancer Pathology Report Data
Pathology reports are unstructured text documents containing information about human tissue specimens. program [10] . The SEER program is the premier population cancer surveillance program covering 30% of the US population. It is an important national resource for monitoring cancer outcomes across demographic groups, geographic regions, and time. Furthermore, SEER provides unique insights into the impact of oncology practice outside the clinical trial setting. The information collected includes data on patient demographics, primary tumor site, tumor morphology and stage at diagnosis, the first course of treatment, and follow-up for vital status.
B. Cancer Histologic Grades
Cancer histologic grading is based on the microscopic appearance of a malignant neoplasm [11] . In general, higher grade means that there is lesser degree of differentiation and the worse the biologic behavior of a malignant neoplasm will be. A well-differentiated neoplasm is composed of cells that closely resemble the cell of origin, while a poorly differentiated neoplasm has cells that are difficult to recognize as to their cell of origin. Most histologic grading systems include three or four grades. This study was based on 661 pathology reports annotated by expert cancer registrars. The dataset included breast and lung cancer pathology reports. Definitions of cancer histologic grades and the number of cases employed for this dataset are listed in Table I . 
C. Graph-of-Words
We adopted Graph-of-Words (GOW) as a representation of documents of natural language text. The graph nodes are unique words in the documents and edges represent cooccurrences between the words within distance d. An example of text parsing and the GOW representation of a sample paragraph in a pathology report is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Note also ses pairs of edges in both directions, thus we can expect flexibility with cases.
Pre-processing was applied as follows: contents were lower-cased, characters except for alphanumeric codes and whitespaces were removed, and stopwords [12] were deleted. We also applied some heuristic rules along with the preprocessing steps. First, t lines containing the Since pathology reports are written by the third-person point-of-view we can assume that is not used by the first-person singular in the context of were because we observed as a grading convention. Lastly, the stopwords sentences
D. Bag-of-Graphs Model
Document classification requires vectorization that converts documents of natural language texts into numerical feature vectors. In this study, we applied a Bag-of-Graphs (BOG) model, which first learns GOW's from all documents, and then it models each document by counting the number of occurrences that each GOW appears. Those numbers allow us to compare documents and gauge their similarities. describe the texts of pathology reports based on their document frequency in each histologic grading class, followed by their odds ratio between the documents of each histologic grading class and the rest pathology report corpus.
E. Performance Measure
We applied F-scores for evaluating classification performance, which is widely used for information retrieval classification tasks. Let , , and , represent true positive, false negative, and false positive decisions respectively where implies the number of pathology reports from class assigned to class . Then one can compute, The F-score of class is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall of the class, where is a weight factor assigning higher importance to recall if and to precision otherwise. Typically, , called balanced F-score, or F 1 -score. Macro-average F 1 -score is defined as where is the number of classes. Micro-average F 1 -scores are defined as follows
The macro-average method measures how the classifier performs overall across the dataset. On the other hand, the micro-average is a meaningful measure when there is imbalanced representation of the classes in the dataset.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We performed a 10-fold cross-validation experiments based on the 661 pathology reports per each word distance d, . Note that the directed GOW of d=1 is equivalent to the traditional bi-gram representation. Table II lists both macro and micro F 1 scores of the classification results and optimal parameters found. We compared three conventional classifiers typically used for natural language processing applications. The implementation was on Python 2.7.12 environment, numpy 1.11.1, and scikit-learn 0.18 libraries. Table II demonstrates that the performance of GOW representation is far superior to the traditional bi-gram feature (directed GOW, d=1), regardless of the choice of classifiers. F 1 scores based on undirected graphs performed consistently better than that of directed ones, suggesting that the flexibility on "word order" is more effective for the classification task at hand. Longer search distance of words d gave a better chance to capture the variation of word expressions, but further increase reduced classification performance suggesting that large distances d may introduce ambiguity. We found that the optimal classification performance was achieved when d is around 3 and 4.
We looked closely into the details of the classification results by deriving the confusion matrix, listed in Table III , as well as the selected GOW's, listed in Table IV . We achieved the best results achieved using the Random Forest classifier with d=4. Table IV illustrates that the suggested BOG feature selection is highly efficient, since the algorithm captured important keywords that define the characteristics of histologic grades, such as the expressions of cell differentiation and cancer histologic grades. Those keywords possessed relatively high odds ratio. 
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we applied GOW feature representation to the classification of histologic grades on cancer pathology reports. These are highly complex free-text documents with substantial linguistic variability even when using similar medical terminology. Feasibility was evaluated by a comparative study using 10-fold cross-validation experimental design comparing traditional bi-gram and the proposed GOW feature, both directed and undirected graphs, using three different classification schemes; naïve Bayes, logistic regression, and random forests. Both macro-F 1 and micro-F 1 scores were calculated as performance measures of the classifiers.
The results clearly demonstrated that the proposed GOW features performed substantially better than the traditional bi-gram features, implying that the GOW is an effective means of description for free-form natural language pathology reports. Furthermore, we observed that undirected graphs lead to superior classification performance than directed graphs, suggesting that the undirected graph is more effective for describing word order variabilities. The search distance of words is also an effective way of describing variability of natural language text expressions.
In conclusion, the promising results encourage further extension of the approach for other important information extraction tasks such as primary cancer site category classification. Additionally, we will exploit graph analytics such as graph similarity to achieve more effective and robust features for text comprehension. 
